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Joy S. Pedersen is a licensed spiritual healer, certified spiritual coach, doctor of divinity and founder and
CEO of Express Success. Express Success was founded while working in the entertainment industry to
help people succeed quicker and easier incorporating steps to success via personal consultations and
workshops. One of the key steps is networking and has not only taught networking but continues to run
networking groups. Regardless of the effective application of proven steps to success, there appeared to
be blocks to easily and effortlessly achieving some goals that she and her clients set.
She discovered the missing link and was trained the modernized ancient Hawaiian spiritual healing
process called hoʼoponopono in 1986 with gifts that amplify her work. The work helps release karma and
the past life memories that contribute to the challenges people face today. Included in her work is the
ability to see past life contributing factors as well as receive guidance from the angels in her work with her
clients. This process helps her clients release the blocks to achieving success easier while eliminating the
unconscious contributing factors to their challenges.
Following ten years of automatic writing, Joy began communicating with angels in 2004 and now shares
their messages on a blog at www.angelenlightenment.com. Michael, the Archangel asked her to write his
book, Wisdom of the Guardian, which he channeled through her and will be available for purchase in
2011.
Joy works with clients remotely both privately as well as through group conference calls. She has two
regular clearing conference calls to help people release their issues effecting their relationships and the
other effecting money. More information can be found at her website, www.expresssuccess.net.

